Patient Controlled Analgesia

Patient Controlled Analgesia (PCA) is a method of pain control that gives patients the power to control their own pain by pressing a button. A PCA pump is programmed to deliver a pre-set dose of pain medication every time the patient presses the button. This can be used by women in labour, terminally ill cancer patients or to manage post-operative pain.

A PCA pump for pain treatment

Patient-Controlled Analgesia Pumps | Johns Hopkins Medicine

Patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) has considerable potential to improve pain management. However, errors happen frequently, sometimes with tragic consequences. Part 1, "How Errors Occur," was the topic of last month's Medication Errors column.

ISMP: Patient-Controlled Analgesia - Patient Safety

Patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) is commonly assumed to imply on-demand, intermittent, IV administration of opioids. In reality, PCA involves the use of a sophisticated microprocessor-controlled infusion pump that delivers a preprogrammed dose of opioid when the patient presses a button.

Safety and Patient-Controlled Analgesia

Appropriately and accurately prescribed patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) is an effective and efficient method of pain control. When pain relief is inadequate or side effects interfere with patient comfort, PCA can be adjusted or stopped.

Patient-Controlled Analgesia - MemberClicks

The patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) pump is a computerized machine that gives you a drug for pain when you press a button. In most cases, PCA pumps supply opioid pain-controlling drugs such as morphine, fentanyl, and hydromorphone.

Patient-controlled analgesia - Wikipedia

Patient-Controlled Analgesia - Elite Learning

Patient Controlled Analgesia (PCA) pumps were developed to address the problem of undermedication. They are used to self-administer narcotics (usually Morphine, Dilaudid, Demerol, or Fentanyl) into the blood or spinal fluid at frequent intervals.

Safety and efficacy of patient‐controlled analgesia | BJA

Patient Controlled Analgesia PCA This pain management guideline was written by the staff of the Children's Pain Management Service for the Royal Children's Hospital, Melbourne. This guideline may NOT be suitable for use in other institutions.

Patient-controlled analgesia: Is it worth the painful...

Patient Controlled Analgesia (PCA) Definition | Back Pain

In a general sense, patient‐controlled analgesia (PCA) refers to a process where patients can determine when and how much pain medication to take. PCA is often used after surgery because it provides a more consistent method of pain control than periodic injections of pain medication.

Patient-Controlled Analgesia – PCA - SpineUniverse

Patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) is a pain management therapy commonly used in hospitals. PCA pumps are often used after surgery because they provide a more consistent method of pain control than periodic injections of pain medication.

Patient-controlled analgesia | definition of patient...

Patient-Controlled Analgesia (PCA) Pump - Cleveland Clinic
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